
Michael Fath is a multi-faceted individual and highly motivational and creative
speaker. In addition to being a world-class guitarist, composer, and producer, with
hundreds of records to his credit, his current rock group American Crush is signed
to Mottow Soundz, Brussels, Belgium, with numerous videos/singles on YouTube.
Michael has also been an attractive commodity on the corporate side of the music
and martial arts business with a multitude of sponsorships and endorsement deals,
featured ads, and guest lecturer and performer on the coveted seminar circuit in
America.
Michael is also an internationally acclaimed martial artist (21 Blackbelts in various
styles) specializing in the Israeli style of Krav Maga. He is the highest-ranked, non-
Israeli in America and one of the highest-ranked in the world—involved with
training Special Forces, Police, Gov't Security Personnel, etc., as well as his
personal clients and students of The Blue Chip Academy, his own business. Michael
is also very active with his own training, reaching to fellow experts here and
abroad.
Lastly, Michael is a published author of ten books: five novels, four books of
poetry, and one motivational treatise.

Testimonials

Michael Fath

I have known Michael Fath for over 20 years. During this span of time, I have
come to know Michael as a creative, and very talented individual. He is an
incredibly gifted speaker and writer, who understands how to motivate people,
and is able to provide guidance and instruction in a manner which most people
can understand easily. I would more than highly recommend Michael for any
speaking engagement for which he may be considered.

- President, EPH Insurance.

I would like to offer my highest recommendation for Mr. Michael Fath for your
next speaking engagement. As a former public speaker myself I am well aware of
the qualities that are prerequisite for successful speaking engagements and can
attest that Michael will perform at the highest levels and quickly become an
audience favorite...Fath’s life experiences provide a rare and rich backdrop for
stories that are captivating, entertaining, enlightening and have you smiling ear
to ear...Spending time with Michael Fath is truly a window into a world that most
of us will never know and yet we discover that the motivations, the passions, the
struggles, and the successes are all the stuff of which our own lives are made.
Michael immediately becomes friends and with everyone he meets (audiences
included) and there is not anyone whom will not benefit from having Michael in
their circle of friends and influences. His honesty, authenticity, heart, spirit and
soul are qualities on display for all to see and you will no doubt come away from
a speaking engagement with both admiration for his person and a new fire for the
spirit within you. 

- President, ASC Creative.
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